We describe an automated method for computing rigorous lower bounds for topological entropy which was originally introduced in [5] . We combine this method with the work of Arai in [1] to find rigorous lower bounds on topological entropy for 43 hyperbolic plateaus of the Hénon map. We also examine 15 area-preserving plateaus and compare our results with related work.
Introduction
Computers are proving increasingly useful in obtaining rigorous results in dynamics. Several computational methods have recently emerged to compute topological entropy bounds [3] , [5] , [8] and to prove hyperbolicity [1] , [11] . In this paper we use the method of Day, Frongillo, and Treviño (DFT) [5] to compute lower bounds for topological entropy for the hyperbolic regions obtained by Arai in [1] . These structurally stable regions, called hyperbolic plateaus, have constant topological entropy, and thus we can bound the entropy on an entire region with a single lower bound computation.
Theorems 5.1 and 5.3 summarize our results. To our knowledge, all of these lower bounds are the largest known for their corresponding parameters. We selected the parameter regions so that the bounds obtained might give a global picture of the entropy of the Hénon map as a function of the parameters; see Figure 1 for such a picture. This paper also demonstrates the effectiveness of the DFT approach, taking advantage of the fact that we are working in a familiar setting and can compare our results with what we expect. This is particularly the case for the areapreserving Hénon maps, which have been well-studied in the Physics community [10] , [15] , [6] . Recently, some precise rigorous results emerged as well [2] . We find that our rigorous lower bounds match or are very close to estimates given in previous work, and match the rigorous results exactly when applicable. Figure 4 . The height of each plateau in the visualization is proportional to the entropy bound computed. See Theorem 5.1 or Figure 5 for the actual bounds.
Background
The DFT approach relies heavily on the Conley index, and we refer the reader to Section 2 of [5] for the relevant background. In Section 3 we will assume familiarity of basic symbolic dynamics; see e.g. [12] . The following briefly recalls definitions and basic theorems related to topological entropy and hyperbolicity.
Topological Entropy
We use topological entropy to measure the relative complexity of different dynamical systems. If the topological entropy of a dynamical system f , denoted h(f ), is positive, we say that f is chaotic.
Definition 2.1 (Topological entropy [12] ). Let f : X → X be a continuous map with respect to a metric d. We say that a set W ⊆ X is (n, ε)-separated under f if for any distinct x, y ∈ W we have d f
where s f (n, ε) denotes the maximum cardinality of an (n, ε)-separated set under f .
While topological entropy can be difficult to calculate in general, there is a simple formula for subshifts of finite type which is given in the following theorem. For a proof, see [12] or [14] . Theorem 2.2. Let G be a directed graph with transition matrix A, and let (X G , σ G ) be the corresponding subshift of finite type. Then the topological entropy of σ G is h(σ G ) = log(sp(A)), where sp(A) denotes the spectral radius (maximum magnitude of an eigenvalue) of A.
Theorem 2.3 ([14]
). Let f and g be continuous maps, and let φ be a semiconjugacy from f to g. Then h(f ) ≥ h(g).
Note that if f and g are conjugate, Theorem 2.3 gives us h(f ) = h(g). In other words, topological entropy is invariant under conjugacy.
Hyperbolicity
To begin we define uniform hyperbolicity. Throughout the paper, we will refer to this property simply as hyperbolicity.
Definition 2.4 ([9]
). A map f : X → X is said to be (uniformly) hyperbolic if for every x ∈ X the tangent space T x X for f is a direct sum of stable and unstable subspaces. More precisely, we have
, where E s (x) and E u (x) satisfy the following inequalities for some C > 0 and 0 < λ < 1, and for all n ∈ N:
This structure can be thought of as a generalization of the structure of the Smale horseshoe, namely that there are invariant directions, and there is uniform contraction and expansion in the stable and unstable directions, respectively. Some useful properties of hyperbolic systems are discussed below, but for more details see [14] and [9] .
An important property of hyperbolic maps is that they are structurally stable [14] , which implies that all maps in the same hyperbolic region are conjugate. Thus, by Theorem 2.3, the topological entropy is constant within such a region. For this reason, we will henceforth call these regions hyperbolic plateaus.
Hyperbolicity often makes it easier to identify interesting dynamics, but it is important to note that sometimes a system can be trivially hyperbolic. A helpful concept in this context is the nonwandering set.
Definition 2.5 ( [14] ). The nonwandering set of a map f is the set of points x for which every neighborhood U of x has f n (U ) ∩ U = ∅ for some n ≥ 1.
Automated methods for proving hyperbolicity have only been introduced recently, by Hruska [11] and Arai [1] . Arai uses a somewhat indirect technique to prove hyperbolicity which allows for more efficient computations than Hruska. Arai's technique, however, does not guarantee that the nonwandering set is not just a finite collection of periodic orbits, or even that it is nonempty. Specifically, Arai's technique does not give any information about the topological entropy of the regions in question, which is one motivation for computing entropy bounds for these regions.
Simplifying Subshifts
Given a subshift of finite type (X G , σ G ) for a graph G, it is often of interest to know whether there is a graph H on fewer vertices such that (X G , σ G ) and (X H , σ H ) are conjugate. To this end, we recall the notion of strong shift equivalence. 
In this case, we write (R, S) : A → B. If there is a sequence of such elementary shift equivalences (R i , S i ) :
This notion is useful because of the following result due to R. F. Williams relating shift equivalence to symbolic dynamics.
Theorem 3.2 ([16]
). For directed graphs G and H, the corresponding subshifts (X G , σ G ) and (X H , σ H ) are conjugate if and only if the transition matrices of G and H are strongly shift equivalent. Theorem 3.2 allows us to prove that two subshifts are conjugate by a series of simple matrix computations. Finding matrices that give a strong shift equivalence, however, can be a very difficult problem. Two methods of finding such equivalences are given in [12] : state splitting, where a single vertex is split into two, or state amalgamation, where two vertices are combined into one. In graph-theoretic terms, amalgamating two vertices is equivalent to contracting them, or contracting the edge between them. In general obtaining the smallest element of a strong shift equivalence class may involve both splittings and amalgamations. We instead focus on the simpler problem of obtaining H only by amalgamating vertices in G. This also has the advantage of producing a matrix that is more useful for our needs in this paper (see Section 4).
Let A be an n × n transition matrix with entries in {0, 1}. As we will show, the following two conditions, adapted from [12] , allow us amalgamate vertices i and j.
Forward Condition: A e i = A e j and (
Here e i denotes the column vector with a 1 in position i and zeros elsewhere. From a graph-theoretic or dynamical systems point of view, the forward condition says that i and j have the same image but disjoint preimages, and the backward condition says they have the same preimage but disjoint images. See Figure 2 for an example. Note that the backward condition for A is the same as the forward condition for A . The following result allows us to reduce A to a smaller n − 1 by n − 1 matrix B if either of these conditions are satisfied for some pair of vertices. A somewhat different proof involving graph splittings is given in Chapter 2 of [12] . Proof. Let A be n × n and let
Note that X and Y are n × n − 1 and n − 1 × n matrices, respectively. Assume the forward condition is satisfied for i and j in A. Then we obtain B = Y AX by amalgamating i and j. 
and thus AXY e k = A e k if k = j and AXY e j = A e i . By the forward condition (3) we have A e j = A e i , so in fact (AX)Y = A. Now assume instead that the backward condition is satisfied; we will show (X A, Y ) : A → B, where here B = X AY . Again, (X A)(Y ) = B is trivial. By the remark above, i and j satisfy the forward condition for A , and so by the above computation we have
By applying Theorem 3.3 repeatedly, as long as there exist i, j satisfying either contraction condition, one can reduce A to a much smaller representative of its strong shift equivalence class; the resulting matrix B at the end of this process corresponds to a subshift (X H , σ H ) which is therefore conjugate to (X G , σ G ). Unfortunately it is shown in [7] that it is N P -hard (computationally intractable) to find an ordering of amalgamations which yields the smallest representative, but for small enough matrices a simple brute-force search is feasible.
Approach
Recall that our objective is to find good rigorous lower bounds on topological entropy for the Hénon maps, and also to demonstrate the effectiveness of the DFT method. Focusing on the hyperbolic parameters of the Hénon map allows us to accomplish both of these objectives simultaneously. Arai in [1] computed many hyperbolic plateaus for the Hénon map, and as discussed in Section 2, the topological entropy is constant on each plateau, so we get an entropy bound for a set of nonzero measure just by choosing a finite number of representatives. Moreover, the dynamics on the hyperbolic regions has been well-studied, especially in the area-preserving case, so we can evaluate our method by comparing our results to what we expect.
To obtain lower bounds on entropy, we compute a semi-conjugate symbolic dynamical system using the approach described in [5] , which is ultimately based on the Conley index (again, we refer the reader to Section 2 of that paper for background). The technique consists of three main steps:
1. Discretize the phase space by overlaying a grid of boxes and compute a rigorous enclosure for the dynamics on these boxes.
2. Find a Conley index pair among the boxes and determine the Conley index for this pair using [13] .
3. Compute a subshift from the index which is semi-conjugate to the original system.
This approach is very general, and in principle could be applied to systems of arbitrary dimension. A major benefit to using this method here, however, is that in our setting it is completely automated. As long as one knows roughly where in the phase space the invariant objects of interest are, one can simply plug in the parameters and compute. This complete automation allows us to compute entropy bounds for the Hénon map at many different parameter values without any extra manual effort. For this paper, a total of 58 parameter values were studied. An advantage to studying hyperbolic parameters of Hénon when |b| ≤ 1 is that the nonwandering set is disconnected. To see this, one can consider Plykin theory, as discussed in Chapter 7.9 of [14] , from which we know that any connected trapping region (a region N with f (N ) ⊂ int(N )) of the attractor has at least three holes. Considering a disc around such a hole, we see that since each hole must map strictly around another hole, an iterate of this disk must eventually expand, which contradicts the area-preserving or area-shrinking of the maps we are considering. Thus, all such trapping regions must be disconnected.
Since the nonwandering set is disconnected, we can bypass much of the complication in the second step of the DFT method, that of finding an index pair. This is because the invariant set will be naturally isolated; at a fine enough resolution, the collection of boxes that cover the invariant set will already be separated into disjoint regions.
We make two significant changes to the algorithms in [5] . The first is a method of scaling continuously between discretization resolutions. This approach stems from the observation that a n × n grid in the region [1, 3] × [1, 3] is functionally equivalent to a 2n × 2n of region [0, 4] × [0, 4], provided that the nonwandering set lies completely within the first region. We will measure the resolution of a box covering B as the scaling factor between boxes in B and some fixed 'initial' box B 0 containing the nonwandering set. See Figure 3 for an illustration.
This continuous scaling allows us to get a better idea of how the entropy lower bound we compute varies with the resolution. By Theorem 9.6.1 of [14] , there exists a finite Markov partition of the invariant set, and the fact that the nonwandering set is disconnected (see above) implies that in theory we can achieve this partition when our boxes are small enough. Thus we expect to obtain the true entropy value at a high enough resolution, and by seeing where the entropy levels off we can be confident, though not certian, that our lower bound is the actual value. This approach requires many more computations, but fortunately as stated above, the full automation of our approach allows us to do this with essentially no extra effort. For each of the 58 parameter values studied, we computed entropy bounds at between 64 and 72 different resolutions, yielding a total of over 3900 computations.
The second major addition to the algorithms is a final step where we simplify the subshift obtained from the DFT method through repeated applications of Figure 3 : Three box coverings, with the grey circle representing the nonwandering set. Note that the blue could be obtained from subdividing the green, while the red is 'in-between' the other two. More precisely, if the outline of the blue grid is the initial box, the resolutions of the blue, red, and green grids are 4, 16/3, and 8 respectively. Theorem 3.3, as described in Section 3. An important feature of the simplification is that the amalgamated subshift S has a geometric interpretation just as the original subshift S did. Recall from [5] that for each symbol s i we have a region N i of the phase space, such that any trajectory (. . . , s −2 , s −1 , s 0 , s 1 , s 2 , . . . ) in S corresponds to a trajectory in the original system through the regions (. . . , N −2 , N −1 , N 0 , N 1 , N 2 , . . . ). In S , each symbol s i can be expressed as an amalgamation of symbols of S, and we take N i to be the union of the regions corresponding to these symbols. It is easy to see that the same trajectory property holds for S . Thus we can vastly simplify our symbolic dynamical system while retaining a geometric interpretation of S .
Results

Lower Bounds for Hyperbolic Plateaus of Hénon
We now apply the methods outlined in Section 4 to the real-valued Hénon map
for parameter values (a, b) such that f a,b is hyperbolic. Using the hyperbolic plateaus of Arai, we select representative parameter values to study for each plateau, as shown in Figure 4 . The entropy bounds we compute constitute our main result, summarized in Theorem 5.1.
where R i is the ith plateau in Figure 4 . Then for all i and all f ∈ F i we have h(f ) ≥ h i , where the h i are Proof. For each R i we selected (a i , b i ) ∈ R i as a representative (these choices are shown in Figure 4 ). We then computed the map on boxes for f ai,bi at different resolutions, and for each resolution we computed a rigorous lower bound for topological entropy using the DFT method; these bounds are summarized in Figure 6 . Finally, by [1] we know each R i is (uniformly) hyperbolic and so for each i we can apply the maximum lower bound achieved for (a i , b i ) to all of R i . Figure 1 and Figure 5 show an overview of our results. Note that the entropy numbers shown are merely lower bounds, and not necessarily the true values. Since we are computing these bounds for hyperbolic parameter values, however, we know from Section 4 that if our entropy lower bound levels off as the grid resolution increases, we have strong evidence that we have obtained the correct value. In Figure 6 , we show plots of entropy bounds computed versus the resolution, for each of the 43 parameter values with a nonzero bound. Using the above heuristic, it seems that for most of the plateaus, the bounds we computed should be exact or very close. A few notable exceptions are plateaus 9, 10, 21, 28, 30, and 31, since the plots do not seem to have leveled off, and we would expect many of these bounds to improve with further computations. For plateaus 33, 34, 36, 37, and 39, it is unclear whether the plot has leveled off.
These plots also show some nice behavior of the DFT method. As we hoped, the entropy bound computed is roughly monotonic in the resolution, with few exceptions. While similar plots shown in [5] did not appear to be monotonic, it is likely that with a continuous resolution scaling like we use here, the bound would also increase roughly monotonically. This is beneficial behavior, as one would like the precision of the bound to increase with the precision of the box covering. Note however that typically the computation time grows with the resolution, so this increased precision is not without cost. Empirically, the running time seems to grow as d r where d is the dimension of the invariant set, and r is the resolution.
While we have computed a large array of lower bounds, covering a vast portion of the parameter space of the Hénon map, a recent result of Arai gives a method of rigorously computing exact entropy values for (uniformly) hyperbolic Hénon [2] . In fact, in that work he computes values for plateaus numbered 5, 7, 11, and 12 in Figure 4 , which match our lower bounds exactly. This new method is superior to that of DFT in the case we study here, and indeed it would be very interesting to use it to see which of our other bounds are tight, but as it relies heavily on hyperbolicity, it is not nearly as general. In particular, this new method could not be applied to the Hénon map for the classical parameter values, studied in [5] , as the map is not uniformly hyperbolic for those parameters.
Assuming the lower bounds presented are at least close to the true values, Figure 5 suggests some sort of monotonicity of entropy as the parameters are varied. Specifically, it seems that entropy is roughly monotone along lines that are perpendicular to the boundary of the maximal entropy plateau (plateau 1). One can also get an impression of the boundary of zero entropy for Hénon from these data.
Lower Bounds for the Area-Preserving Hénon Maps
When b = −1, the Hénon maps are area-preserving and orientation-preserving. This case has been well-studied, especially in the Physics literature. Starting in 1991, Davis, MacKay, and Sannami (DMS) [4] conjectured that Hénon was hyperbolic for three values of a (5.4, 5.59, 5.65) and conjectured symbolic dynamics for these three values as well. In 2002, de Carvalho and Hall in [6] replicated the results for a = 5.4 using a pruning approach. In 2004, Hagiwara and Shudo in [10] used a different pruning method to replicate all three of the values that DMS studied, and two more. They also give estimates of the topological entropy for 4 ≤ a ≤ 5.7, which are displayed in Figure 8 . Finally in 2007 some rigorous results appeared by Arai in [1] , where he proved that there are 16 hyperbolic regions for b = −1, covering the parameters studied by DMS and the two others studied by Hagiwara and Shudo. Arai goes on in [2] to prove that the subshift conjectured by DMS for a = 5.4 is actually conjugate.
While our method cannot prove exact topological entropy values or conjugacies, we can attempt to verify that the entropy of the subshifts given in [4] are lower bounds, and perhaps show that the subshifts themselves are semiconjugate. We focus first on the a = 5.4 case, where Davis, et al. conjectured that f a is conjugate to the subshift corresponding to the following transition matrix T DMS , which has topological entropy h(T DMS ) = 0.6774. Note that this is the same plateau as plateau 11 from the previous section.
Using our technique, we obtain a 42 × 42 symbol matrix T alg which is semiconjugate to f 5.4 . The topological entropy of this matrix is the same value, h(T alg ) = 0.6774. The fact that h(T DMS ) = h(T alg ) suggests that the subshifts given by T DMS and T alg might be conjugate, and indeed we prove this in Theorem 5.2.
Theorem 5.2. The subshift T DMS in (7) is semi-conjugate to f 5.4 , and moreover the symbols correspond to the regions labelled in Figure 7 , which are the same regions conjectured by DMS. Proof. By repeatedly applying Theorem 3.3 for the right choice of vertices, we obtain a strong shift equivalence between T DMS and T alg , which shows that the corresponding subshifts are indeed conjugate. Moreover, the contracted vertices can be chosen so that we obtain the same partition that was used by Davis, et al., which is shown in Figure 7 , with the colored regions labeled so as to match the labels in (7) above.
Our method also gives lower bounds which match the values conjectured by Davis, et al. for a = 5.59 and a = 5.65, as well as the value conjectured by Hagiwara and Shudo for a = 4.58. In addition to the these values, we also focus on 11 other values, which all together correspond to the first 15 area-preserving plateaus computed by Arai (the 16th is the maximal entropy plateau, which is plateau 1 in the previous section). Our results are summarized in the following theorem. interesting trend we see in these data is that the algorithm performed better on the larger plateaus. This is perhaps because the stable and unstable manifolds seem to be more transverse the farther the parameters are from a bifurcation, thus making it easier to isolate the important regions of the phase space. Figure 6 . The lower plot compares the 15 plots together to illustrate the monotonicity of the entropy we compute as we vary a, even at a fixed resolution.
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